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From
SHJ

 This issue of Humanistic Judaism comes to you 
during a time of transition and disruption, when much 
of what we have learned to depend on in daily life is 
no more. It is fitting that we use this issue to explore 
how Humanistic Jews have taken a less-traveled road 
in the way we welcome others into our community, 
our willingness to embrace those seeking to be part of 
Humanistic Judaism, and to celebrate and engage in 
other cultures without hesitation.
 We are grateful to Steve Evans from New Zealand 
who served as a “guest” editor and supported us in the 
development of this issue of the magazine. Continued 
gratitude to Deb Godden who oversees the SHJ 
Community News section.
 As the focus of this issue, we are thrilled to feature 
Rabbi Denise Handlarski in the publication, this past 
March, of her first book, The A-Z of Intermarriage. 
As a rabbi who herself is intermarried, Handlarski 
takes a direct, honest, and unapologetic approach 
to intermarriage. As a graduate of our movement’s 
Rabbinic Seminary, Rabbi Denise is “one of us” and we 
congratulate her on this achievement with a strong sense 
of pride and joy.
 Rabbi Miriam Jerris in her article, Open Hearts, 
Open Gates, shares her more than thirty-five years of 
working with intermarried families and how she and 
Humanistic Judaism face, with great openness, how to 
be both Jewish and live in a multicultural household and M.S.J.
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society.
 Paul Golin explores the benefits and challenges 
when families merge cultures, as seen through his own 
“Jewpanese” family experiences. He shares his evolution 
on the issue after many years working on advocacy for, 
and outreach to, Jewish intermarried households.
 Embracing those who desire to become Humanistic 
Jews is central to the philosophy of Humanistic Judaism. 
In this issue, we have the stories of Steve Evans (Atar) 
from New Zealand and Ryn Phelps (Rina Yehudit) from 
Florida. Dave Berman, a member of Beth Ami, Colorado 
Congregation for Humanistic Judaism shares his story 
of finding Humanistic Judaism.
 Not forgetting our current reality, Rabbi Jeffrey 
Falick offers sage counsel in his article, Living Through 
This. 
 Lincoln Dow, Community Organizer of Jews for 
a Secular Democracy (JFASD), updates us on issues 
before the Supreme Court.
 Our community news features, among others, 
suggestions of new strategies for programming during a 
pandemic and photos depicting this reality.
 We thank Rabbi Jeremy Kridel, former editor of this 
magazine, who has resigned his position. He created a 
model to emulate and we are enormously grateful to 
him.

Artwork credits: 
p. 8, photo by StockSnap from Pixabay; p. 10, photo by Tim Mossholder on Unsplash; p. 11, photo by Felipe 
Salgado on Unsplash; p. 12 and p. 14, photo by Joshua Zuckerman of joshuazuckerman.com; p. 13 photo by 
Luigi Pozzoli on Unsplash; photo by Carl Lender on Flickr; p. 17, photo by cmccarthy2001 from Pixabay; p. 25 by 
200 Degrees on Pixabay
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The A–Z of
The A-Z of Intermarriage, published this past spring, is a fresh 
look at intermarriage written by Denise Handlarski, a rabbi from 
our own movement. These excerpts will introduce you to the book 
and to a positive presentation of intermarried Jewish life today. In 
her own words, “Less Oy. More Joy!”

Introduction
 When I was a teen, I attended a talk called “The 
Disaster of Intermarriage.” At that time, I remember 
seriously wrestling with the idea that if I married 
someone who wasn’t Jewish, I’d be giving up my identity. 
I also, however, had a tinge of a feeling that this was 
racism or xenophobia, in some way. Couldn’t you be 
both proudly Jewish and 
open to creating a family 
with someone who was 
different? There are many 
thousands of intermarried 
Jews in North America, 
most of whom are 
raising children Jewishly, 
practicing Judaism in some 
way, and participating in 
Jewish community. Yet the 
narrative of intermarriage 
as “disaster” remains 
firmly in place. 
 Why a reference guide 
to intermarriage? There 
is no how-to-guide for 
marriage or for life but, perhaps, we can come close to 
creating one. The A–Z of Intermarriage is a compendium 
of story and strategy; a coming together of religious 
source material, cultural context, personal narrative, 
and the learning I’ve done along the way. 
 The reason I am so passionate about this book is that  
I am intermarried and serve many intermarried couples 
in my role as wedding officiant and rabbi in the 
Humanistic Jewish movement. In this movement, we 
serve cultural and secular Jews, offering community, 
celebrations, and ceremonies without the language of 
prayer. Because we let go of what Jewish law tells us 
we have to do and, instead, use Jewish ethics to guide 
a sense of what we believe to be ethical and just in 
the contemporary moment, we were officiating and 
celebrating intermarried weddings long before any 
other Jewish group. This wasn’t a marketing ploy or 
done as a way to ensure our own continuity, although 
our communities have no doubt grown and thrived as 

a result of our openness. The goal was simply to serve 
the people in our communities well. And, to do that, we 
had to recognize that intermarriage is a positive result 
of the openness of North American society (and other 
societies too). We are accepted! We are even loved! This 
is great news for a people who have been expelled and 
excoriated in most corners of the globe. It is my goal 
to use my experience and expertise as an intermarried 
rabbi, one of only a handful in the world, to try to help 
others create meaningful, engaged, wonderful lives.

I am a believer in the power of intermarriage. I think 
it is healthy for individuals and families to experience 

and express pride in who 
they are, in the diversity 
and divergence that makes 
them (us) who they (we) 
are. I believe intermarriage 
can be a positive and 
healthy-making force 
for Jews, Jewish families, 
and Jewish communities. 
Judaism has traditionally 
denounced intermarriage, 
even excising and rejecting 
folks who want to join 
in Jewish activities and 
groups. All while worrying 
about Jewish population 
numbers and the decline 

of communities. I have often found there are two 
parallel threads, completely in contradiction with one 
another, in Jewish life: (1) “Oy vey, there aren’t enough 
Jews” and (2) “You aren’t Jewish enough, so-and-so isn’t 
Jewish enough, let’s keep really tight boundaries to keep 
‘others’ out.”  

 Look, I get it. We are a minority and minorities 
have felt and continue to feel under threat. Many people 
talk about assimilation as the greatest threat Judaism 
has ever known. And they’re not wrong! Assimilation 
is a threat, but the anti-intermarriage narrative only 
intensifies that threat. When the Jewish community is 
insular, closed-minded, and exclusionary, many of its 
members will choose to leave. No one is itching to join a 
club that does not respect their families, and their values. 
Many Jews today welcome universality and equality and 
celebrate justice and openness. Even for those who do 
not choose to intermarry, openness to intermarried 
families is attractive to many contemporary Jews who 
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want their own groups to be diverse and welcoming.

Community
 The real tragedy in the fear-mongering over 
intermarriage is how destructive it has been to the 
Jewish community. So many people have been hurt, 
truly harmed, by rejection. I’m talking about the kids of 
intermarried parents who grew up hearing they’re not a 
“real” Jew (usually by the kid who ate bacon for breakfast 
and wouldn’t know a Shabbat candle if it smacked them 
in the face). I’m talking about the parent of the kid having 
a Bar Mitzvah who isn’t allowed on the bimah (podium) 
because they aren’t Jewish. I’m talking about people who 
can’t get married by their family rabbi, people who get 
dirty looks in synagogue, people whose families won’t 
welcome their spouse to the Passover table. Oy vey. We 
have caused some real damage. Why? Oh, you know, 
“Jewish continuity.” It was so important to continue 
Jewish communities that we excluded a bunch of people 
who wanted to be a part of them. Now, not enough 
people want to join us, and we don’t get why? 
 The reason more people are raising their kids 
with a Jewish identity and practice, are connecting to 
communities, and are breathing new life into Judaism 
is because (finally!) there are communities that will 
welcome them. I’m a proud member of the Humanistic 
Jewish movement, founded on the principles that secular 
or cultural Jews need celebrations and communities 
that do not use the language of prayer but instead 
focus on human and earth-centered concerns. Because 
the movement’s founder Rabbi Sherwin Wine, along 
with the other leaders and community members who 
started this branch of Judaism, was less interested in 
what Jewish law had to say and more interested in what 
would serve human needs, Humanistic Judaism was 
completely groundbreaking on intermarriage. I joined 
this movement partly because I appreciate serving 
communities that maintain no barriers for intermarried 
folks from participation to board leadership to who a 
rabbi could marry (in officiating or in their own spousal 
relations) and so on. We were visionaries (despite being 

“non-prophet societies”). Other movements and some 
independent congregations are catching up. It is now 
more possible to find your rabbi, find your people, and 
find your space, and so more people are more likely to 
engage.
 And I do want you to find your community. I am 
such a believer in the power of community for so many 
reasons. We live lives that are overwhelmingly busy. We 
juggle so many demands. If we have to come up with all 
our own spiritual programming and learning, it’s going 
to sink to the bottom of a long to-do list. I think we need 
teachers and leaders who inspire and challenge us. We 
need peers who offer support and friendship. We need 
people to eat challah with. We need people to sing with. 
 Notice, the tragedy of the anti-intermarriage garbage 
was not that it hurt the intermarried people. That is 
awful, of course. But, to me, the tragedy is what it did to 
our Jewish communal spaces, turning them into places 
built on a model of fear and scarcity, meanness and a 
lack of compassion. Frankly, it’s all pretty un-Jewish. 
Judaism, the way I understand and practice it, is about 
being welcoming, kind, giving, and good. At Passover 
we say, “Let all who are hungry come and eat” not “let 
all who agree with and practice like us come and kvetch 
(complain) about how other people do it.” We lost out 
on all those families and folks who could enliven us with 
different points of view and experience. We lost out on 
all those kids who, after being told they weren’t a “real” 
Jew, went on to become many wonderful things but not 
in our Jewish spaces. The good news is that the spaces 
are changing. Find one that will see and welcome you 
for who you are and for who your family is. You need 
community, and your community needs you.

Conversion 
 In Judaism, it has often been seen as a victory if the 
partner converts. And it may indeed be a victory for 
that person and their partner, but only if the conversion 
comes out of a genuine interest and feeling of affinity 
for Judaism. Conversions of convenience really serve 
no one. In fact, I believe they detract from the health 
of the cultural life of the family as they foreclose the 
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possibilities for conversations about how to bend, blend, 
and borrow from various cultures to create the cultural 
life of a family that works for everyone. 
 It is precisely because so many couples are 
“intercultural” rather than “interfaith” that the whole 
question of conversion has become a little ridiculous. 
In cases where you have a religious Jew, and by that I 
mean one that believes in the God of the Bible and 
values praying to that God, and you have their partner 
who shares those beliefs, it makes sense for the partner 
to convert. But this does not describe the vast majority 
of conversions that happen for marriage. Conversions 
by spiritual seekers who come to Judaism and choose it 
for themselves are very different from the conversions of 
convenience that people have gone through to satisfy the 
requirements of a rabbi who has been asked to officiate.
 This is not to knock Jews by choice and the meaning 
in their conversions. Quite the opposite! I think we make 
a mockery of that serious process and Jewish neshama 
(soul) when we ask people to do the same thing when 
they are not believers, when they don’t really wish to 
become Jewish, and when the Jewish partners don’t 
know or believe the majority of what the non-Jewish 
spouses are being asked to learn, practice, and believe. 
 Most people who were born Jewish (outside 
orthodoxy) are not that Jewishly literate. Most don’t 
attend synagogue regularly, study text, or mark most 
of the holidays. So how can we ask their partners to 
do all that stuff? We are setting people up to have to 
make a difficult choice between pretending to believe 
something they don’t or having their partner leave their 
community. It’s an awful choice. I don’t want to spend a 
ton of time on that here because it is so well-documented 
in the work of Keren McGinity, Kerry Olitzky, and many 
others. Here’s what I’m saying: Don’t convert! (Unless 
you want to.) That is, no one gets to tell you who you are 
and how you live. It’s absurd that Jewish leaders make 
people jump through so many hoops. Luckily, things are 
shifting. Find a rabbi who will welcome you as you are, 
not ask you to pretend, not ask either partner to say stuff 
and do stuff that isn’t really what you believe or feel like 
doing, and will help you figure out how to create a Jewish 
home or a blended home that does fit your values. Can’t 
find such a rabbi? Call me. It’s what I live for.

Tradition 
 You likely know the song from Fiddler on the Roof. 
Tradition matters. But does it get a vote or a veto in your 
home? In my branch of Judaism, Humanistic Judaism, we 
often say that tradition gets a vote but not a veto. I never 
do anything for the simple reason that it is traditional. 
Something being traditional might help imbue it with 
meaning. I like that Shabbat is celebrated by Jews all 

over the world and has been throughout the ages, for 
example, but it is never the only reason to do it. Shabbat 
brings me a sense of peace, a rhythm to my week, a way 
to connect with my family, sensory delights including 
candlelight, delicious wine, and satisfying challah. I 
love sharing what our favorite parts of the week were 
and reliving special moments. I like that it is special 
and precious time. If I weren’t getting anything out of 
Shabbat, I wouldn’t do it, in spite of the fact that it’s 
traditional. There are plenty of things that are traditional 
that I don’t do. I choose not to follow all the rules of 
Shabbat, including avoiding electricity, for example. I 
certainly don’t follow traditions I find outdated or even 
harmful. An example of this is the “three blessings” that 
Jewish men traditionally say every day. They thank the 
deity for not making them a woman, a gentile, or a slave. 
I should say that there are plenty of traditional Jews who 
don’t say these blessings at all, or modify them if they do. 
Still, they’re in the prayer book and they’re offensive.
 I recall being at my brother’s aufruf, a time before 
a man gets married and is given a special recognition 
and celebration at a synagogue. He chose an Orthodox 
synagogue. This is a reminder that even when families 
are made up of all Jews, they can still be intercultural/
interfaith families. I am an intermarried secularist and 
my brother and his wife are in-married traditionalists. 
This is as intercultural/interfaith as any family created by 
marriage. It was the first time my husband was with me 
at a Jewish service or space where we weren’t together. I 
choose places without segregated seating but, of course, 
we’d both attend this Orthodox synagogue for a family 
event. I was sitting in the women’s section above and 
he was with the men’s section below. As I followed in 
the siddur (prayer book), and saw the three blessings, I 
realized I hadn’t prepped him. We were both about to be 
equally insulted in this passage: I, a woman, he, a gentile. 
I wondered what he would feel as a gentile trying to be 
part of his family’s religious/cultural life at a moment 
of celebration and having the prayer book highlight his 
inferiority. I was embarrassed.
 Tradition has its place, for sure. To me and many 
others, however, tradition is only meaningful if it is 
congruent with our contemporary values. When it 
isn’t, we should opt for change. Tradition and change is 
a tension that all Jewish movements and communities 
grapple with. Some groups call themselves something 
with the word “traditional” in the title/identification: 
“traditional egalitarian,” “traditional but not religious” (I 
don’t know what the latter means but people say it a lot). 
The truth is that if there is one thing that is traditional 
in Judaism, it is change. We started out as a people with 
priests conducting animal sacrifices at a central temple. 
If we had clung to that as the one true “tradition,” we’d 
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have ceased to exist. Almost every single thing that is 
recognizable as “Jewish” today is rather new, from a 
historical perspective. A lot of people don’t know that 
Orthodox Judaism is a reaction to Reform Judaism, not 
vice versa. They had been fine with change up to a point 
but then felt things went “too far” and then they decided 
to freeze Judaism in time. Ever wonder why some groups 
of Jews dress like they’re in the middle of a Russian 
winter around 300 years ago? That’s why. They chose to 
freeze things like traditions, practices, and rituals. But 
even making that choice is a change from the way it had 
been! It’s not like the Israelites wandering the desert 
were depicted as wearing black hats and long coats in 
the Bible. Everyone has to change and adapt, and some 
groups and individuals change more than others. It’s 
really a quest to stay relevant and meaningful. For me, 
more change means my Judaism is more meaningful 
to me and corresponds more fully with my values. 
But whenever folks publicly criticize others because 
they’re too “untraditional,” honestly, they’re being a little 
hypocritical. We all change. We all respect tradition. It’s 
a question of degrees. 

Truth 
 You need to be authentic in choosing the traditions 
you want to keep and what you want to discard. 
Sometimes learning more about what you find up in the 
metaphorical attic (see “T” for “Things in the Attic”) will 
help you make that choice. You can’t value something if 
you don’t know what it is or what it means. Sometimes 
we keep something less because it is significant to us 
but because we know it was significant to the person 
who left it to us. Some people recite traditional prayers, 
even when they don’t usually pray or recite traditional 
blessings, because it was done with their mother. 
Another example is attending a synagogue service 
with family, when it wouldn’t be your choice or style 
of service. It’s perfectly legitimate to do things because 
of family connection, history, or “tradition,” however it 
is understood. What I value is truth. For me, it’s really 
important that I say what I believe and I believe what I 
say. I can’t recite prayers when I don’t believe the words.
 My hope is that anyone reading this spends some 
time finding their own truth: What do you need to feel 
spiritually nourished? Are you getting it? What are your 
deal breakers or red lines? Where are you flexible? We 
can’t be honest with our families and partners unless we 
are honest with ourselves. 

Visibility
 I was at a dinner recently and we were discussing the 
schools people send their kids to. One person suggested 
that her child, highly gifted and also someone with some 

learning disabilities, wasn’t doing well in the public 
system, but had found great success at the Jewish day 
school housed at the local Jewish Community Centre. 
Sadly, the program ends before middle school. Someone 
else suggested a private middle school program for high 
achievers but the parent said, “That wouldn’t work for 
our family. What I love about the JCC program is that 
there are so many families who are mixed-race and 
intermarried like mine.” 
 This was one of those moments when I knew that the 
world had changed forever and ever —and for the better. 
Here’s a mom, parenting children who are mixed-race 
and visible minorities. She wants to ensure her kids are 
visible and appreciated and have peers who are visibly 
like them, so she sends them to the Jewish school at the 
JCC instead of secular, unaffiliated, private education 
programs, which tend to be too homogenous. Amazing. 
Why aren’t all Jewish spaces equally fantastic? 
 Everyone deserves to be in a space where they 
feel seen. I mean really seen. Where their family, be 
it intermarried, intercultural, mixed-race, or some 
combination of these, will be accepted, understood, and 
reflected in the population of where they are. Given the 
diversity within Judaism, it should be a given that all 
spaces are like this but, sadly, that’s not the case. 
 Intermarried folks often feel they have to hide their 
identity. Many synagogues have a kind of “don’t ask, 
don’t tell” policy about being intermarried. You have to 
keep quiet about who you are and what goes on in your 
home. This is supposed to be your spiritual community 
where you connect with others and your highest self, 
but you must be inauthentic. Of course, folks who 
are racialized don’t have the choice to hide, and often 
couldn’t be invisible even if they wanted to. But the point 
is that no one wants to. The feeling of being invisible in a 
communal space is awful. All of us deserve to be seen.

The book is available at Amazon or most anywhere you 
buy books. 

Rabbi Denise is the spiritual leader for Oraynu Congregation for 
Humanistic Judaism in Toronto, Ontario, the online community 
SecularSynagogue.com, an intermarried rabbi, and mom to two very 
cute children. 
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 For thirty-five years, as a Humanist ceremonialist and 
rabbi, I have been championing the rights of individuals 
to choose their life-partner based on the quality of their 
relationship, rather than on religious identity. A desire to 
have a Jewish presence at their ceremony is the measure 
I use when considering whether I will involve myself in 
a couple’s wedding ceremony. As I honor their right to 
choose their life partner freely, as a rabbi, I choose to 
celebrate with them. If you ask a young couple in love 
to choose between Judaism OR the person they love 
most in the world, there is no contest. How could there 
be? Turning young Jews away because they have fallen 
in love with someone not Jewish is bound to turn them 
away from the Jewish community. Secular Humanistic 
clergy hold the gates to the Jewish community open. 
Our welcoming and accepting behavior is met with 
relief and appreciation, resulting in countless numbers 
of Jews having access to their Jewish identity, regardless 
of the cultural or religious background of their partner. 
What flows from our acceptance and willingness to 
embrace Jews who are intermarrying is often a lifetime of 
involvement in the life of a family and their involvement 
in Judaism.
 I consider myself a “gate opener” rather than a “gate 
keeper.” A most profound example of our “gate-opening” 
stance is that the International Institute for Secular 
Humanistic Judaism (IISHJ) is one of very few rabbinical 
programs to open admissions to Jews married to or in 
committed relationships with someone not born Jewish 
who has not converted to Judaism. I have been involved 
in numerous discussions with Jewish community leaders 
who ask, “What kind of a model are you providing to the 
Jewish community if you are married to someone who 
is not a Jew by birth or choice?” My answer is that I am 
demonstrating that you can retain your Jewish identity 
and remain a significant part of the Jewish community 
by marrying the person you love and not expect that 
they change their identity to fit into your world.
 After more than three decades of an ever-increasing 
intermarriage rate, there now exists a significant number 
of children from these marriages. Secular Humanistic 
Judaism recognizes the need for many of these children 
to explore their Jewish identity. Accepting multiple 
identities gives intermarried families the tools to bravely 
grapple with the realities of modern Jewish life.
 If the Jewish community is open, welcoming,  
creative, and willing to consider different kinds of 
Judaism for the future, it can draw many of those families 
into Jewish community. 
 Secular Humanistic Judaism is clear about who is 
a Jew. In 1988, the International Federation of Secular 
Humanistic Judaism (IFSHJ) declared: “A Jew is a person 
of Jewish descent or any person who declares himself or 
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herself to be a Jew and who identifies with the history, 
ethical values, culture, civilization, community, and fate 
of the Jewish people.” 1

 We posit that there are at the very least two kinds 
of intermarried families, “intercultural” and “interfaith.” 
the Guide to Humanistic Judaism states, “An interfaith 
marriage consists of one Jewish partner and one non-
Jewish partner, either or both of whom are attached 
to their theistic traditions…An intercultural marriage 
consists of one Jewish partner and one non-Jewish 
partner, who share a similar worldview but who enjoy 
and participate in the cultural aspects of their differing 
backgrounds.”2 Most of the 
couples and families I’ve worked 
with have been intercultural, even 
if they did not know or understand 
the terminology.
 In addition to officiating at 
ceremonies between someone 
Jewish and someone from a 
different religious or cultural 
background, clergy within Secular 
Humanistic Judaism will typically 
co-officiate with clergy from other 
religious traditions. Generally 
there are three guidelines that 
we recommend: 1) that the 
ceremony blend the symbols and 
cultures of both partners; 2) that 
the ceremony be equally shared 
between both officiants; and 3) 
that any theistic language used 
be language common to both 
traditions. 
 In co-officiation the blending 
of the ceremony is primary for me. Blending ceremonies 
takes flexibility and a willingness to deviate from 
traditional formats. The ceremony sends a message. The 
message most couples want to share is “you, your culture, 
religion, and background are important to me.” An 
equally shared ceremony is a model for the possibilities 
for the couple’s future. My mantra is “Make sure your 
ceremony sends the message you want to send.” 
 Almost every potential grandparent of intermarrying 
or intermarried children wants the answer to the 
question, “How are you going to raise the children?” 
Intermarried couples are presented with (or present 
themselves with) choosing from three alternatives when 
deciding on how to raise their family. Will it be one or 
the other, both, or neither?
 Choosing “one” is complex. And when you choose 
one, what exactly does it mean? I counseled one Jewish/

Catholic couple who had decided to have a Jewish home 
and raise their children Jewish. They had been told by 
another clergy person there could be no Christmas 
presents and no presents wrapped in Christmas wrapping 
paper. After hearing this, the Catholic grandparents were 
devastated. The emotional hurt was not solely related to 
wrapping paper. It was based on the feeling that they 
could not share who they were with their grandchildren. 
In choosing “one,” is it necessary to completely exclude 
the religion or culture of the other partner’s family, often 
alienating and straining the relationships between adult 
children and their parents?

In the early 1990s I facilitated 
a monthly intermarriage group 
for the couples at whose weddings 
I officiated. Most of the couples 
in the group had decided to raise 
their children Jewish. What none 
of us expected was the intensity 
of the loss that the not-born-
Jewish parent might feel when 
realizing that they would not be 
sharing their childhood cultural 
or religious experiences with their 
own children.

Raising the children “neither” 
and letting them decide when they 
are old enough is something I’ve 
heard many times. And deciding to 
raise the children neither does not 
necessarily mean “nothing.” I have 
never figured out what “nothing” 
looks like. How does one go about 
raising children neither? One way 
would be to pick something new 

or neutral, something that neither parent was raised 
in, possibly Unitarian Universalism or Ethical Culture. 
Another way would be to totally deny the background 
of one of the parents. This is less likely to occur today, 
but a generation or two before, many Jews denied their 
identity altogether and raised their children in secular 
culture, their children discovering their Jewish heritage 
as adults. Today I receive many emails from individuals 
from all over the world inquiring about conversion to 
Humanistic Judaism because they have discovered that 
someone in their family was Jewish. They were raised 
with no religion and had long abandoned a belief in a 
personal god. Humanistic Judaism is attractive to them 
because it stresses the cultural and historical connection 
to the Jewish people, rather than a set of religious beliefs.
 Raising the children “both” is another one of those 
categories that is not clear until you deconstruct it. 
What does “both” mean? Does it mean raising children 
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in both religions? Do you formally educate your children 
religiously at all? Do you choose only to celebrate holidays 
with each of your families and not worry about the rest 
of it? Some decisions that are made when you are young 
when both sets of parents and maybe even grandparents 
are living are not workable when the grandparents and 
parents die.
 One couple who had been dating for some years 
and were not yet engaged to be married came to me for 
counseling. She was a Conservative Jew and he was an 
observant Chaldean Catholic. They thought they had 
figured everything out, but they were beginning to realize 
that there were still some significant misunderstandings 
they had to discuss before they were ready to commit 
to a life together. They started by sharing their love for 
each other and their respect for each other’s families and 
backgrounds. They had decided to raise the children 
“both.” I asked the obvious and annoying question, 
“What do you mean by ‘both’?” He started by speaking 
very confidently. “Both” meant going to church every 
week (she, as the mother, would take them), baptism, 
first communion and confirmation in the Catholic 
Church and because Judaism is a “family” religion, 
they would celebrate all the Jewish holidays with her 
family. He asserted that her family did not really attend 
synagogue except once a year on Yom Kippur anyway so 
they could easily give that up. She was astounded about 
a few things, including his expectation that she as a 
Jewish mother would make sure the children got a good 
Catholic education. More significant to me was that she 
was very surprised. Her understanding of “both” was 
different. She thought they would each give up formal 
religious education and they would do “both” in their 
home and with their families.

In sorting out identity, Secular Humanistic Jews 
often propose a primary and secondary identity. This 
idea originated with Rabbi Sherwin Wine, but many of 
us have been speaking and writing about this concept 
for decades.

 An intermarried family may choose one partner’s 
religion or culture as its primary identity; the 
other partner’s identity can be included as a 
secondary identity. If a family chooses to educate 
the children formally in one religion, then that 
becomes the primary identity. The secondary 
identity is expressed through family events and 
home traditions. If the family chooses Judaism 
as the primary identity, the secondary identity 
may be expressed by celebrating Christmas with 
grandparents or even by having a tree at home.3  

 If the couple is an interfaith family, it is advisable 
to choose a primary religious identity for the child. The 
secondary identity can then easily be a cultural identity. 
This model also works in the case of an intercultural 
couple. The parents may choose a primary cultural 
identity with the other identity being secondary. When 
parents want to raise children celebrating both identities 
this procedure works best with an intercultural family.
 My experience with the needs of families after the 
children are born shows that their needs are as complex 
and individual as they are prior to the wedding. Can we 
have a brit milah (ritual circumcision) and a baby naming 
together? We are going to have the baby baptized. Will 
you come to the baptism and do the baby naming at the 
same time, co-officiate like we did at the wedding? We 
are doing a baptism at the church and a baby naming 
following at our home. Will you participate? We do not 
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want to circumcise, but we want to do a baby naming. 
Will our son still be Jewish? Often it is not as important 
to respond to the actual question as it is to get the back 
story. What are they trying to accomplish? How do they 
feel about the different ceremonies they are asking about 
and how do their parents feel? Once you can sort out the 
various values, beliefs, and social needs, it is easier to 
provide guidance.
 Often creating a single welcome ceremony that can 
be referred to as a B’rit Shalom (covenant of peace) where 
the child is named and welcomed into their families and 
cultural traditions is a healthy compromise.
 Death is a vulnerable time for families. Many Jewish 
cemeteries will only bury Jews who meet the orthodox 
definition of a Jew. For Jews who are intermarried and 
choose to be buried with their non-Jewish spouses, 
having a rabbi participate in the funeral often brings 
great comfort to the family. A few years ago, I received 
a call from the sister-in-law of a man who had married 
a Catholic woman and raised six Catholic children. His 
children felt that he should be buried as a Jew, but they 
wondered if their mother’s ashes (the Catholic mother) 
could be put in their father’s casket. Before stating Jewish 
law, I stopped myself and suggested that they ask the 
Jewish funeral home. They agreed to do it and I certainly 
was not going to object.
 The last thirty-five years have seen dramatic changes 
in the rate of intermarriage and in the needs of the 
families because of those marriages. And the children 
being raised in these families are having experiences like 
few others in past generations. Standing by the open 
gates of the Jewish community with a smile on my face 
and warmth in my heart is an ethical decision I have 
made about responding to the needs of young Jews. 
It affirms that Jewish identity can be molded to create 
value and meaning today.
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 “Jewpanese” is an irreverent-sounding word that 
always garners a chuckle when I’m introduced before 
presentations as, among other things, “the white 
Ashkenazi partner of a Jewpanese (Jewish/Japanese) 
multiracial household.”
 While I didn’t invent the word—and don’t know who 
did or I’d credit them—I did register the Jewpanese.com 
domain name way back in 2004, which must count 
for something. Ever since, I’ve pointed the URL to a 
Facebook page where I share articles connecting Jewish 
and Japanese people, culture, and history. Topics range 
in gravity from the ongoing legacy of “the Japanese 
Schindler” Chiune Sugihara to the matcha tea-flavored 
bagels sold throughout Tokyo.
 Despite a minimalist effort of no more than 10 
minutes a week administering the Jewpanese page, it 
currently serves nearly 1,500 followers. The best part 
of the endeavor has been connecting to other Jewish-
Japanese couples, a few of whom have become real 
friends, and to the remarkable adult children of such 
unions and to Jews-by-choice of Japanese descent.

 Because as cheeky as the word Jewpanese may 
sound, the identity is tremendously meaningful to me. 
Having a mixed culture is one of the most significant 
aspects of my family, and I feel a strong responsibility 
to my children to celebrate it—and to work for racial 
justice and equality on their and everyone’s behalf.
 I never take for granted how remarkable a moment 
in time we live in that my household configuration can 
even exist. Ancestors on both my parents’ sides have been 
ethnically Jewish for thousands of years, as far as I know, 
ostensibly since before “Ashkenazi” arose. Likewise, 
both sides of my wife’s family have been Japanese since 
that culture emerged. For all human history until only 
the most recent few decades, our pairing would have 
been exceedingly rare if not outright impossible.
 Today, while mixed-race and mixed-culture 
households remain a small minority globally, it is safe to 
say there are more Jewish-Japanese marriages than ever 
before! 

How Jewish and Japanese 
Converge in My Household

Jewpanese
by Paul Golin

https://www.facebook.com/JewishJapanese
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What is Gained, What is Lost 
 Much of the organized Jewish community over 
the past century has expressed great fear of interfaith/
intercultural intermarriage, rising to a fever pitch in the 
1980s and ’90s. The shrill has since receded, as most 
Jews rejected the endogamy crusaders and “voted with 
their feet” to make intermarriage the new norm. Today, 
the intermarriage rate among non-Orthodox Jews in 
the U.S. is 70% and there are more Jewish intermarried 
households than in-married households. Friends 
and family members—and a growing segment of the 
organized Jewish community—are now almost always 
supportive compared to the rejection of years past.
 Much of my career to date has been dedicated to 
helping the Jewish community better reach and serve 
intermarried families, so I’ve thought a lot about what 
drives the fear and rejection that some still maintain 
against marriages like mine. There’s no one answer. For 
true believers, it’s about breaking commandments and 
breaching the “chosenness” of Jewish peoplehood. But 
because most Jews aren’t religious, objections more 
often range from nostalgia to xenophobia. They ask, 
how will Judaism continue in such households? They 
imply…when your kids look so different?

The thing about “Jewish continuity” is it’s never been 
true, at least not since the Enlightenment. I’ve asked 
rooms full of Jewish communal professionals, the 
most affiliated of affiliated Jews: “How many people 
here observe Judaism in the exact same way that your 
grandparents did?” At most, two or three hands went up 
each time, out of 70 or more attendees.
 If someone had told my grandparents when 
they were youth attending Bund meetings in 1920s 
Bialystok, Poland, that their grandchildren would have 
no connection to organized labor and no working 
knowledge of Yiddish beyond a few choice curse words, 
they might have asked, “What kind of Jews could they 
be?!” So why would we expect our own grandchildren to 
practice our exact brand of Judaism?
 What is lost with the rise of intermarriage is the 
“Jewish by default” that many Ashkenazi Jews born to 
two Jewish parents benefit from, without a need to do 
anything about it. Children of intermarriage often must 
make conscious decisions about identity and sometimes 
work to discover it. And therein lies a gain, that whatever 
Judaism the children of intermarriage do choose, it’s 
because they find it meaningful. My goal as a parent is to 
try to facilitate that meaning for my kids.
 And should my kids move to Japan when they grow 
up, find Japanese partners and not share their Jewish 
identity with their own children, I admit I’d feel some 

sadness about my Jewish lineage being just a side trip 
in their otherwise Japanese family’s journey. But even 
then, it would not pain me greatly because there are so 
many more important things that I want for my children 
than Judaism (blasphemy!), beginning with health, 
happiness, fulfilment, and love, and most of all being 
good, empathetic people toward their fellow humans 
and the earth. 

And therein lies another gain, which is that my 
encounters with the adult children of intermarriage—
and particularly the Jewpanese—suggest that they 
are in the vanguard of leaders for a better world. They 
“welcome the stranger” because they’ve been treated 
like strangers. They are anti-racist because they’ve 
experienced racism. And they are post-nationalistic 
because they are multicultural. I genuinely believe we’d 
have a better, more understanding and peaceful world 
if many more people were balancing multiple ethnic, 
cultural, and national identities within their own families 
and themselves.

Culture is Not a Zero-Sum Game
 What the naysayers about intermarriage never fully 
wrapped their minds around is how relevant a factor the 
secularity of American Jewry is in maintaining Jewish 
identity. Yes, from a purely religious perspective there is 
an inherent conflict between the monotheistic religions. 
(Though, even then there is nuance, as attendees of the 
International Institute for Secular Humanistic Judaism’s 
2012 Colloquium heard when a young-adult self-declared 
“Cashew,” child of Catholic-Jewish intermarriage, said 
she was “both” and then, questioned about her theology, 
seemed comfortable stating, “I’m still figuring it out.”)
 However, the great majority of Jewish intermarriages 
are not “interfaith” but rather intercultural, with one or 
both spouses being secular. And when merging cultures 
rather than religions, the only limit to how much you 
can do is hours in the day! My kids have been learning 
Japanese since birth, but that doesn’t get them off the 
hook for learning some Hebrew before b’nai mitzvah 
(and hopefully it will make language studies that much 
easier). We celebrate Japanese holidays and Jewish 
holidays. My in-laws wore amazingly beautiful kimono 
to our Jewish wedding and our ketubah (wedding 
contract) is in English, Hebrew, and Japanese. We use 
wasabi as the bitter herb on our Seder plate. And on and 
on. The more the merrier.
 Because I’m secular, when I visit temples in Japan 
(always required on a tourist’s agenda) I participate guilt-
free in ostensibly “religious” rituals such as clapping 
twice to “wake the gods.” I’m of course not actually 
praying to those gods—and I presume YHWH knows 
that and will therefore not strike me down for idolatry!

How Jewish and Japanese 
Converge in My Household
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 In fact, one of the wonderful similarities between 
Japanese and Jewish-American cultures is the challenging 
relationship we have to our own religions. I’ve never heard 
my wife describe herself as either Buddhist or Shinto, 
she’s simply Japanese. It’s an all-encompassing identity, 
covering her nationality, ethnicity, race, and religion. 
Many Japanese believe in “something,” particularly a 
vague notion of reincarnation, but certainly not the 
gods as written in their holy texts. In their day-to-day 
behaviors, they are overwhelmingly secular. This is 
very comfortable territory for American Jews who may 
claim Judaism as their religion to poll-takers but then 
immediate follow it up by saying, “I’m more cultural 
than religious.”
 Of course, there are major differences for Jewish-
Japanese couples to navigate as well. We’ve got guilt, 
they’ve got shame. We loudly talk over one another, they 
politely bow. We eat our salmon smoked, they eat theirs 
raw. Multicultural couples are usually the kinds of folks 
who get excited about experiencing the new and untried. 
My father-in-law gets a great kick out of my willingness 
to at least taste each new dish he puts in front of me when 
I visit Japan, and I loved making him try Dr. Brown’s  
Cel-Ray soda when we took him to Katz’s Deli (that’s 
celery soda, for the uninitiated!). 
 But as with Judaism, Japanese society struggles to 
accept children of mixed marriage. In both cultures, 
there is a strong heritage around purity—in rituals and 
bloodlines. On both sides, xenophobia and flat-out 
racism are sadly still very much in play and represent a 
challenge to be overcome.

When I began working on intermarriage in 2000, five 
years before I myself intermarried, the argument I made 
was basically that some intermarried families behave 
“just as Jewish” as in-married families, and therefore if 
the organized Jewish community could encourage more 
such Jewish engagement from intermarried households, 
we’d grow our numbers. In many ways, that came to 
fruition, when the 2013 Pew survey of American Jewry 
found more than half of intermarried households 
were raising their children with a Jewish identity and 
acknowledged it as a contributing factor toward the 
increasing number of American Jews.

Yet my own approach evolved very differently 
over that time. I stopped internalizing intermarriage 
as a transgression to be rectified through Jewish-only 
behavior. I began recognizing that mixed identity 
represented a new direction for a post-ethnic Judaism 
and a global, universal humanistic ideal. There are great 
benefits to sharing cultures and merging identities. 
Jewish wisdom can inform that new identity, but 
won’t be the exclusive source, nor should it be. I’m 
honored to now be working on a Humanistic Judaism 

approach to celebrating diversity in its many flavors. 
By strengthening a purely cultural approach to Jewish 
identity, and fortifying it with the ethics of humanism, 
I hope we can provide meaningful Jewish approaches to 
many more children of intermarriage, including my own 
Jewpanese family.
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andJoining Belonging
by Katherine (Ryn) Phelps  רינה יהודית

 I first learned about Judaism when I was around five 
years old and I was questioning the implausible things 
I had been told by my grandmother’s church when I 
accompanied her to services. My understanding of 
what Judaism was, was still minimal, but still, the next 
time I accompanied my grandmother, I announced to 
the whole rural, Bible-belt Methodist 
congregation that I was now a Jew.
 Not long after this I realized I couldn’t 
get myself to believe in any god at all, 
even the Jewish god, and I gave up on 
religion altogether. I became a Humanist 
like my parents, but there were still times 
throughout the years I was drawn to the 
culture of Judaism: the Hanukkah section 
of our Family Fun cookbook and the 
Rugrats Passover and Hanukkah episodes 
when I was young; the concept of Tikkun 
Olam (which seemed to embody my own conviction 
that we all had a moral obligation to try to make the 
world better), the comparative dignity of humanity in 
the face of an all-powerful god in comparison to the 
Christianity I saw around me, and the emphasis on 
study and questioning and thinking when I was older. 
But, I was not born Jewish and I didn’t believe in the 
supernatural. There did not seem to be any way to do 
more than admire Jewish culture from the outside.
 Then, I discovered Humanistic Judaism. It was 
fantastic. It spoke to me. The ceremony and ritual 
that I craved, the Jewish culture I loved, the Humanist 
worldview I already shared. I jumped in at first, despite 
the fact that I was geographically isolated from any 
Jewish people at all at the time, let alone a Humanistic 
Jewish community. I bought and read books by Rabbi 
Wine. I celebrated Purim and Shabbat. I researched and 
picked a Hebrew name. But then I hesitated. So much of 
Jewish culture is about Jewish community. And I lacked 
it, even in my own family. There were no Humanist Jews 
around to welcome me in, and if I am not embraced and 
welcomed by those already in the community, could I 
really consider myself a part of it? The SHJ website said 
yes (kind of ), but it didn’t feel quite right. Joining a 
family can’t be a one-way thing, and that’s what it was 
feeling like. Purim became the only holiday I celebrated 
that year, and my Shabbat celebrations petered out. I 
figured I would eventually move to a bigger city with a 
Humanistic Judaism presence, and I would join there.
 This didn’t satisfy me for long, if it ever really satisfied 

me at all. I joined the SHJ Facebook discussion group, 
and it became one of my favorite groups; the people in 
it were my kind of people. It became clear I wasn’t going 
to move to New York City or Toronto or someplace 
like that any time soon; if I were to wait until I had a 
physical group nearby, I would be waiting a long time. I 

tried creating my own kind of Humanistic 
ceremonial tradition based on the 
Christianity of my ancestors, but adapted 
to a Humanistic philosophy, but it was 
unsatisfying; the tradition of Christianity 
ended up being too problematic for me 
to use at all, beyond using the name and 
date of Christmas for my family’s winter 
solstice celebration. Again, Humanistic 
Judaism called to me. And this time I 
realized that an online community is 
still a community, and fully capable of 

welcoming me in, and that this is where I wanted to be, 
and so I should work to be here.
 I started becoming more active in the Facebook 
group. I started celebrating Shabbat again, taking 
advantage of the presence of a full kitchen (and a bread 
machine) in my new living arrangements. I saved up 
money and joined the SHJ officially, and then joined 
Secular Synagogue, which I had looked into before but 
held off on because of financial concerns, as well. And 
I started planning an adoption ceremony, because I am 
human, and we humans often crave ritual and ceremony 
to mark things in our lives. And I started answering the 
question (when asked by the little forms you often have 
to fill out when requesting to join a Facebook group) of 
“are you Jewish” with a new answer: yes. And that felt 
wonderful.
 This, of course, has been more narrative than a 
straightforward answer to the question “why do you 
want to be a Humanistic Jew?” But story is sometimes 
the best way to answer a question. Hopefully, in this 
case, it’s at least an adequate way. But, to give a shorter, 
more direct answer to the question: because I crave it. 
 Because I’m already a Humanist and I love Jewish 
culture. Because I feel good when I’m in the SHJ 
Facebook discussion group. Because I love Jewish 
holidays, especially when adapted for Humanistic 
themes. Because I love Tikkun Olam, and quotes of 
Rabbi Hillel, and the magnificent history of the Jewish 
people. Because in all my searching, I haven’t found 
anything that feels as right.
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by Steve Evans

Here ThereGetting from
 Many years ago, in a pamphlet I wrote about 
nationalism and Marxism, I remarked that the large 
number of variants of Marxist thinking suggested that 
there might be as many Marxisms as there are Marxists. 
The same might be said of Judaism—that each Jew 
carries a unique expression of this ancient tradition, and 
that its very strength is founded on its 
individuality: to be a Jew means there is 
no other Jew like you.
 Indeed, the way I see things, every Jew 
is incorporated into the rich complexity 
that comprises Humanistic Judaism, 
whether they even know of the existence 
of Humanistic Judaism or, knowing of 
it, despise it. Too bad! The wonderful 
inclusiveness of HJ as I’m now going to 
call it here, allows for this.
 I came to HJ late from a poor start. As a 
youngster in Alabama I never knew there 
was such a person as a Jew. My awareness 
of difference was about black people and white people. 
Later, when my family lived in a Germany devastated 
by warfare, I was never told about the Holocaust. The 
evidence of Germany’s defeat was if not omnipresent, 
very present, and my youthful lack of understanding 
was expressed in a kind of astonishment excluding other 
understanding. To see, for example, a three-story house 
that had been hit by a bomb that went through to the 
cellar before exploding, taking half the place with it and 
leaving the other half complete, furniture and fittings 
intact, is very dramatic. This Germany of the 1950s was 
the loser’s fate. My jaw dropped, but I didn’t get it.
 In high school in the United States, I was introduced 
to the Holocaust and Jews. The horrors of what was done 
by the Nazis and their allies made me sick. I’ve spent 
a lot of time since trying to understand how people 
could be like that. As to the Jews of the little town in 
Ohio, there they were! Real Jews! A few people talked 
about them, not negatively but directly, that they were 
different somehow. So and so was a “Jew.” So? I didn’t 
get that. There were Jews who said that other Jews were 
communists. So? I didn’t get that either. What I did 
get was that the Jews who were communists and the 
Jews who called the other Jews communists, were all 
attuned to something different than I was—because I 
was ignorant, unable to discern things in life that really 
mattered. I did get that.

There were people then who looked askance at Jews, 
though I wouldn’t say down at them, just not trusting. I 
found that puzzling and I still do.

Not only were the Jews in my town in Ohio more 
cultured, they were smarter. They had tastes and 
abilities that were far beyond me, and I could see that 

they worked harder at those things than 
I had ever seen anyone work at anything, 
and I am a hard worker whose family 
tradition has been to work hard. What’s 
more, if they worked like that with an 
eye on the material rewards that came 
from application, they went much, much 
farther than that: they worked hard 
because learning was good in itself. That 
was amazing to a young man who wanted 
nothing so much as to be someone of 
taste and intelligence and the ability that 
springs from those but felt both beyond 
my reach.

 Well, shucks. I wanted to know and to understand, 
and to glean the value of that approach to life. While 
relatives warned me about becoming “Jewish”— really!—I 
went to a Jewish-funded university near Boston. It 
was fabulous, an intellectual, and what today I’d call 
a spiritual environment, that was beyond my wildest 
dreams. Sadly, for me, I was not a good enough student. 
I had too much fun, learned too much in the wrong way, 
lost my scholarship, and ended up doing the rest of my 
university years in publicly-funded institutions. Not 
surprisingly, I found most of the most interesting, more 
insightful, best-educated people in my classes or at the 
lectern were Jews. 
 The times were definitely a-changing and I was 
a part of that—the anti-war, anti-racist, politically-
engaged generation of the 1960s. It was an expression 
of profound alienation, and I went with that, emigrated 
to New Zealand, changed my name, tried to be on the 
“right side of history,” while sinking a great deal of “juice” 
(alcohol) and taking a lot of drugs. It took me quite a few 
years to get over that, and to grow up, then to expand the 
anti-everything into a pro-thing, and while I was doing 
that, to appreciate what had been evident to me but not 
understood: that the categorical imperative was how one 
should live. And in that, how the Jews I admired lived—
that they understood that for example, the struggle for 
justice for black people wasn’t just a struggle for justice 
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bunches were “official”—political parties, local councils, 
and so on. Only a few were from individuals. I put mine 
with theirs and watched for a while to see how Germans 
passing by took in the spectacle. They did. I guess.
 On that day—November 10, 2017, I decided that 
it wasn’t enough to be anti-anti-Semitic. More was 
needed, and I decided that the best way was to become 
a Jew. Thus, began my real spiritual journey that led 
me to Humanistic Judaism. It was a start, to stand with 
people who are under attack, but only a start. Becoming 
educated in Humanistic Judaism asks more of me,  
and I really am doing my best. I am a “person of the 
books.” I don’t stop learning, or inquiring, or being there 
for others who need a hand. There’s always more. Isn’t 
there?
To learn more about the author, there is a six-part account of this journey, 
“Trip of a Lifetime,” on his blog, The Written World, on WordPress. It’s 
not really a travel piece. For an example on the blog from the trip, see the 
encounter with painter Anita Ree. 

for black people or because Jews also needed justice, but 
it was a struggle for justice for everyone. Kant wasn’t 
Jewish, but he had a few clues.
 Along the way I met Jews who weren’t all those super 
things. One of the discoveries of my first university 
year—some Jews were not that smart actually. They 
were however, in that culture, and they were—amazingly 
human beings! And that culture was the culture that I 
would later read about in an article by Sherwin Wine. 
Not “people of the Book” he wrote, but “people of the 
books.” That was my experience, and my understanding, 
and it eventually brought me to Humanistic Judaism.
 That journey has been my own; I wouldn’t recommend 
it to anyone. Sensing even as an atheist that there was a 
spiritual gap I needed to fill, I tried religions that shared 
some of my pro-thinking. All that I explored believed 
in God. In a way, I wish I could accept those religious 
beliefs, belief in a supernatural being “out there.” But I 
can’t.
 During all these years—decades—I have continued to 
explore the realities as well as the peculiarities of hatred, 
and once I started writing fiction, I wanted to deal with 
that. My novels often deal with the Holocaust, mainly 
from an outside perspective, and I have spent many years 
researching and trying to understand why people might 
not like Jews. I’ve been to Europe many times and since 
around 2000 have done cycle tours in Germany and other 
Nordic countries. Part of my reason for going there was 
to further this quest to understand: how could people be 
like that? How could some still be like that? In 2000 in 
Sigmaringen, I encountered hakenkreuzen—swastikas—
on a bench overlooking the town castle. I asked the local 
librarian for a magic marker and when she asked why, I 
told her. She reached in her office drawer and handed me 
one, saying she didn’t want it back as it was for a good 
cause. I painted them out, they were replaced by new 
ones. I painted them out two more times before they gave 
up. Fifteen or so years later, I went back to that bench. I 
had won! Sadly, a very small victory.
 The last trip there revealed a lot of evidence 
of increased anti-Semitism in Europe. There’s a 
forgetfulness there that provides for renewed hostility. 
On Kristallnacht in Dresden I visited the site of the old 
synagogue, near the new one. There were flowers there 
and the next day I lay some of my own. Most of the floral 
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LivingThroughThis
by Rabbi Jeffrey L. Falick

 Over the past few weeks, I have spent considerable 
time connecting to members of our community. 
 As a person who has dealt with anxiety issues 
throughout my life, I am 
learning that—at least under 
these circumstances—I am 
far from alone.
 Fears and anxieties seem 
to be everywhere right now. 
To manage these—much 
less to overcome them—is 
difficult. For some more 
than others. 
 In my own case, it was a 
humorous line by a comedian 
that reminded me just 
how unproductive anxiety can be. She wrote: “Do you 
know how useless my anxiety is? Like I catastrophized 
throughout my life about a million scenarios yet 
somehow not this one.” 
 It gave me a laugh and it gave me pause to think 
about the role that anxiety has played in my life, namely, 
nothing particularly good or helpful. And certainly 
nothing prophetic!
 Working to reduce anxiety, however, does not mean 
denying reality. After all, living with reality is part of 
being a Humanist. 
 But personally, my own 
“spiritual” goal—meaning the 
way that I intend to manage my 
own spirits—has included regular 
reminders to myself that while this 
is not fun … and while this is not 
what I or anyone wanted our lives 
to be like right now … this is what 
we’ve been handed. 
 This is our life right now. And 
how we choose to navigate through 
the parts of our lives that remain 
under our control—even in the 
face of uncertainty—can go a long 
way toward determining its quality.
 The ability to do this is a privilege right now. It is 
one that many people do not have. The sickness is real. 
The displacement is heart-breaking. Worries cannot be 

expunged by the power of positive thinking.
 But it is possible—for those of us with food and 
shelter—to remember that just like with every single 

life experience we’ve ever 
had—this experience is also 
an opportunity; that we 
must try very hard to engage 
the tool of perspective … 
to understand what we are 
going through as a significant 
piece of the bigger picture of 
our entire lives. 
 Personally, this means I 
am trying to consider what 
this chapter in my life is 
teaching me.

 It is teaching me resilience. It is teaching me coping 
skills. It is teaching me patience. It is teaching me how to 
better take care of myself. It is teaching me how to better 
take care of others. It is teaching me the value of living 
every day. It is teaching me how to live with uncertainty. 
And it is teaching me to even more greatly appreciate 
those whom I love. 

To live through a time like this—may we all come 
through it in good health—will be to have survived 
something very significant. 

To embrace such a perspective, 
we need to look at the biggest 
picture possible. 

We cannot—as former prisoner- 
of-conscience Natan Sharansky 
advised us in a recent video—live 
only for the day when it ends. We 
must live for what we are learning 
now. About ourselves. About our 
society. We must accept that this 
is our life for now and live it to the 
fullest extent possible despite these 
limitations. 
 Life is short enough. We cannot 
allow this virus to also kill our 
spirits. We must rise above it … 

reaching outward to those in need … reaching inward to 
our needy selves.
 We must be consciously aware that we are adding 
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this experience to the tapestry of our personal and communal existence; 
that we are right now weaving its lessons into the larger story of our 
lives. 
 For most of us … and may this continue to be the case … it is our 
activities that have been interrupted, not our lives. 
 In this moment, we are still capable of living our lives, through loss 
and pain—yes—but also through generosity and kindness ... 
 … and through hope.
 Right now, hope is a precious commodity. But it is much more 
useful than anxiety and despair. And it is kinder, too. 
 It can be generated by a genuine appreciation of the blessings we 
enjoy … those of loved ones … and friends … and community.
 And it can be strengthened by our resolve to re-build our society 
better than it has been. 
 But at its most basic level, hope can guide us if when we remember 
that life is precious and—most importantly—that we are still in it … 
making our way through this … day by day, hour by hour, and minute 
by minute.
 Too often darkness keeps these ideas buried, depriving them of any 
time in the sun. 
 There is already so much darkness in this … the losses are real … the 
pain is too.
 But there is no reason for us to make things darker still. Where there 
is life there is light. And where there is light there is hope. 
 As much as possible … as much as each of us are able … let us do 
our best to live in that light … remembering that this is not something 
that we will merely “get through.” 
 This is something that we must “live through.”

Commentary— Online Shabbat Service, April 3, 2020
Birmingham Temple Congregation for Humanistic Judaism

Photos: Top: Rabbi Jeffrey Falick and husband, Arthur Liebhaber, live streaming second night’s 
Passover seder from their living room using A Humanistic Seder: The Birmingham Temple 
Haggadah, written by Rabbi Jeff with artwork by Sarah Doré Brooks. The food being eaten 
was catered by Mixed Plate (Sally Mimura Sarin)—Seder in a Box for one or both nights was 
available from the temple via curbside pickup! This seder aired April 9, 2020, and got 251 
views.

Bottom: Jennifer Grodsky’s photo of her cat watching Rabbi Falick and Arthur Liebhaber doing 
a Shabbat service live streamed on YouTube in April.  This was the Yom HaShoah service 
which, had circumstances been different, would have been with the SHJ Board and featured 
guest speaker Sasha Sagan, speaking about her book For Small Creatures Such as We: Rituals 
for Finding Meaning in Our Unlikely World. The YouTube video received more than 100 
views from congregants and others around the country and the world, including Independent 
Members from as far away as Scotland. 
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 At the ripe old age of nine or so, I began reading 
literature about the Holocaust. I mentioned to my parents 
that I was glad I wasn’t Jewish. My parents immediately 
had a little chat with me and I was whipped off to shul to 
learn my alef, bet, gimel…, where I heard the words Bar 
Mitzvah for the first time and asked if it was good to eat. 
The consequence of which I fail to remember, probably 
for good reason. This Jewish education lasted for several 
months then was suddenly terminated for two reasons. 
The first being my parents discovered Unitarianism. 
I was immediately enrolled in the Unitarian Liberal 
Religious Youth program (LRY). A bit later, I overheard 
my parents discussing the communist connections of 
the shul. So, in 1955 I began my eight-year education 
in Unitarianism. The LRY education grounded me in 
Humanistic values with an ambiguous Christian overlay. 
Of note, the minister of the Unitarian Church at that 
time traditionally exchanged pulpits with the rabbi of the 
local Reformed Jewish Synagogue every Thanksgiving.
 After I graduated high school, I identified as a 
secular Jew and started my 40-year sojourn of religious 
non-alignment, with occasional stops at an oasis of 
Unitarianism due to a marriage and attending services 
for the deaths of my Unitarian parents. There were also 
several notable bumps of Jewish tribalism (or dips as the 
case may be) along the way. My journey led me to West 
Newton, MA for four years. My Jewish landlord, who 
had a degree in Religion from Brandeis and drove his 
own cab for a living, mentioned that Jews were smarter 
than everyone else citing, Marx, Freud, and Einstein. My 
wife quickly replied that the gangsters Mickey Cohen, 
Meyer Lansky, and Dutch Schultz were also members 
of that tribe. Another bump occurred while living in 
Minnetonka, MN. I was in a handball league and my 
competitor quickly recognized my Jewish heritage due 
to my Semitic look and last name. He asked if I were “a 
member of the tribe.” I responded that I indeed had Jewish 
heritage. It took him all of 30 seconds to become my 
best buddy and invite me to join his Jewish Community. 
During the course of our game, he mentioned that he 
was feeling bad about his best friend of 20 years. He was 
suing him over a financial transaction that had gone bad. 
So much for being a member of the tribe.
 Fast forward, I am retired and pondering the 
question of how I want to spend my remaining years. 
I have a burning desire to live near the mountains and 
hike and bike to the limits of exhaustion. I chose to leave 

my life in Silicon Valley and build a new one in Boulder, 
CO, where my sister lives. 

I arrived in Boulder in December 2017 and I was 
greeted by my sister, a Jewish Renewal devotee. She 
invited me to live in her home until I was settled. She 
is a talented singer and flute player and she invited me 
to the Jewish Community Center for several musical 
shows, some in which she participated. It was the first 
time in my adult life that I was surrounded by Jews. 
My feelings surprised me. I had a sense of joy and 
pride that came from being a member of this Jewish 
community, celebrating the music of the many fine 
Jewish songwriters and lyricists from our past. My sister 
set me up with a Jewish Realtor to buy a home. And for 
the hell of it, I joined JDate. Having never dated a Jewish 
woman before, I was curious. At the invitation of my 
sister I attended a Seder and several Shabbat services. I 
was, by circumstance, now engaged in Jewish life.
 Judaism was to me one of three sects: Orthodox, 
Conservative, or Reform. I had a fairly good idea of 
their differences and I was clearly none of the above. I 
am Agnostic in my belief in a higher being. As I talked 
with my sister, I came to understand that her interest in 
Jewish Renewal came from her affinity for the rabbi and 
the rabbi’s liberal stance.
 I discovered that there were several more Jewish 
sects in Boulder. I let it go. It was too confusing and not a 
priority for me. What I felt was a strong need to explore 
my Jewish heritage, history, and culture as I began to 
identify more strongly as a Jew. 
 As luck would have it, I am matched with Arlene via 
JDate. After a few hits and misses, we build a relationship. 
I mention my desire to visit Israel. We schedule a trip. 
She shares with me her membership in Beth Ami and 
Humanistic Judaism. I attend several Shabbats with her. 
The lively conversation at Beth Ami, the alignment of its 
Humanistic Judaism values with mine, and my emerging 
need for Jewish community appeal to me. I may have 
finally entered the Promised Land.

Humanistic Judaism
My Journey to by Dave Berman
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 Since then, the Trump Administration has expanded 
this exemption, triggering new lawsuits that challenge 
the Administration’s exemptions. Little Sisters of the 
Poor v. Pennsylvania is among these cases. If the Court’s 
conservative majority rules as expected, they will uphold 
these broad exemptions as required under RFRA, 
allowing conservative religious employers to force their 

religious values upon employees.
 The Society for Humanistic Judaism has 
signed onto an amicus brief led by Catholics for 
Choice, and joined by other progressive Jewish 
organizations including the National Council 
of Jewish Women, Keshet, and T’ruah. The 
brief argues that the Trump Administration’s 
exemptions “prioritize an [employer’s] views 
over the religious or moral beliefs of the 
woman, increasing the cost of, and reducing 
her access to, contraception.” As a result, these 

exemptions endanger both personal religious liberty and 
women’s health, and we urge the Court to rule against 
them.
 As the Court heard arguments, some conservative 
Jewish organizations alleged that a ruling against the 
exemptions would endanger religious freedom for Jews. 
In fact, nothing could be further from the truth. In a 
May 11 op-ed in The Forward, our friends Rachel Laser 
(who received our 2019 Jews for a Secular Democracy 
Constitutional Defender Award) and Richard Katskee 
of Americans United for Separation of Church and 
State explained that: “At its heart this case is really 
about whether the government can grant privileges to 
people who hold one religious belief in a way that harms 
many who don’t share that belief—which is particularly 
worrisome for religious minorities.”
Jews for a Secular Democracy is SHJ’s social-justice initiative dedicated to 
defending the separation of religion and government. To learn more about 
Little Sisters of the Poor v. Pennsylvania and our other advocacy, please 
visit JFASD.org. 21

 On May 6, the Supreme Court heard oral arguments 
in cases related to contraception coverage under 
the Affordable Care Act, Little Sisters of the Poor v. 
Pennsylvania and Trump v. Pennsylvania.
 When enacted in 2010, the Affordable Care Act 
mandated that employers offer health insurance that 
included contraception to employees. Citing their 
religious objections to providing birth control, 
the craft store chain Hobby Lobby, owned by a 
conservative Christian family, sued the Obama 
Administration, claiming that the government 
mandate violated the company’s religious 
freedom, and demanded an exemption.
 In 2014, the Supreme Court ruled in favor 
of the store in the 5-4 decision of Hobby Lobby 
v. Burwell, establishing the disconcerting and 
harmful precedent that employers can impose 
their religious beliefs on employees. This 
decision was grounded in the federal Religious Freedom 
Restoration Act (RFRA), passed by Congress in 1993, 
which the Court interpreted to grant Hobby Lobby 
exemption from the contraception mandate.
 But RFRA was never meant to allow corporations 
to impose their beliefs on individuals. That was an 
interpretation that, according to Rob Boston, Editor 
of Church & State Magazine, was never intended by 
supporters. Instead, RFRA was enacted to reverse 
a judicial standard for religious freedom cases that, 
“to many groups, seemed to be unduly harsh and 
restrictive—especially as it applied to the religious 
expression of minority faiths.”
 Following Hobby Lobby v. Burwell, the Obama 
Administration granted religious employers an 
accommodation to the contraception coverage 
mandate, allowing them to complete a form stating their 
religious objection to birth control, and triggering the 
federal government to step in and provide coverage  
for contraception.

Recent Challenges to Religious Liberty at the U.S. Supreme Court
by Lincoln Dow

Jews For A Secular
Democracy

http://www.JFASD.org
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Kahal B’Raira, Together Apart
Kahal B’raira—Boston, MA

 It wasn’t so long ago that Kahal B’raira met live and 
in person. Then, like many communities, the pandemic 
forced us to transition to a community online. Our goal 
was maintaining our community at a time when our 
members needed us most. 
But, in addition, our online 
activities have had many 
unexpected benefits. We are 
having more meetings and 
gatherings. Attendance is up, 
including members returning 
who haven’t come in a long 
time. Members appreciate the 
effort to reach them and are 
reflecting on how important 
community is to them.
 In March, we met to 
discuss our book club selection Lost in Translation: Life 
in a New Language by Eva Hoffman. We broke up into 
small Zoom groups to discuss topics of universal interest 
inspired by the book. Actually, reading the book was not a 
prerequisite to joining the discussion.
 We have held all of our scheduled events—Sunday 
School Classes, Passover Seder, and adult services. We 
even held a well-attended New Members Brunch (bring 
your own food), for people who joined our congregation in 
the past year. Interestingly, most new members have spent 
years thinking about it before joining. We will follow up 
with a Zoom gathering inviting all those who have shown 
some interest over the last year so we can hear from them 
and deepen engagement. 
 Our Holocaust Memorial is a major service for KB. 
This year, the service was modified to be just as powerful 

CommunityNews

Jon Levine and Gladys Maged

on Zoom. We shared artwork on the screen. Live and 
recorded music set the tone. A KB member, Eva Pollack, 
who escaped Czechoslovakia on the Kindertransport 
spoke about “Gratitude” and the unexpected kindness 
of strangers, for no benefit to themselves. Eva, her sister, 
and ultimately her parents were able to escape to England. 

They were able to survive and 
go on to lead lives which in 
turn, provided a lifetime of 
kindness to others.

We have added programs 
as we never did before Zoom. 
Discussion was lively when 
we met to discuss the Netflix 
show Unorthodox. It was 
just as lively when members 
viewed Miracle of Miracles, 
a documentary about the 
making of Fiddler on The Roof 

and then connected for discussion. With so much free or 
low-cost relevant content, we will continue these “view 
and discuss” programs over the Summer. We began family 
Shabbat on Fridays at 5:00 pm. Families finding it too 
difficult to cross town at rush hour are happy to celebrate 
on Zoom.
 Still to be figured out is how to ensure that everyone 
is able to get on Zoom and use it comfortably. There are 
accessibility issues for those with limited sight or hearing 
but we are working on those. 
 Many KB members had to work together to make 
these events happen. We plan on continuing through the 
summer, with thoughts of High Holidays in the planning 
stages.

Photo caption: Kahal B’raira holding hands virtually—together while apart.

Rachel Hirsh: Beth Ami Hero
Beth Ami—Denver/Boulder, CO

 Sometimes, leadership emerges in children, becomes 
more pronounced in the teen years, and continues on 
into adulthood. We at Beth Ami honor and appreciate 
the leadership shown by Rachel Hirsch throughout her 
life. 
 Before arriving in Boulder, CO, with her family in 
2005, Rachel lived in Atlanta where the Hirsches went 
to a secular Passover event at a Unitarian church. This 
event led her family to help create a Humanistic Jewish 
Sunday School that the whole family attended. With 

their move to Colorado, the family, parents Marti and 
Michael and daughters Rachel and Katya, discovered 
and helped build the educational foundation of Beth 
Ami - Colorado Congregation for Humanistic Judaism. 
Rachel and Katya were students in various incarnations 
of the Jewish Cultural School. While Marti became the 
Arts Director, Rachel supported her mom’s lessons, 
winning the appreciation of participants of all ages. She 
taught the Hebrew alphabet to younger children and 
accompanied group songs on her electric piano. That 
accompaniment grew to playing at holiday services and 
cultural events.

Continued on next page22
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Community News

Alex Chernyakov

 Rachel became Beth Ami’s very first B Mitzvah in 
2008. She chose her great grandmother, Valia, a Ukrainian 
immigrant, as her hero because of her involvement in 
the Zionist movement, educational pursuits, secular 
Jewish activities, and her gifted piano playing. Rachel 
noted that Valia lived the Jewish 
values of family and friendship, 
education, polite manners, ethics, 
loving kindness, charitable work, and 
community building. To the benefit of 
Beth Ami, Rachel also demonstrates 
these wonderful values.
 Involvement with Girl Scouts and 
Jewish volunteerism overlapped when 
Rachel created an amazing songbook 
for Beth Ami, compiling music and 
lyrics, and earning a Girl Scout Gold 
award for her labors. As a college 
student, through undergrad and 
graduate school, Rachel continued 
to assist in holiday events such as 
Passover, community-wide JCC Purim 

carnivals, and the Boulder Jewish Festival, where she 
became a true spokesperson for Humanistic Judaism.

Rachel accepted the challenge of editing Beth Ami’s 
monthly newsletter, formatting the material sent to her 
and meeting monthly deadlines, starting in high school 
and continuing through her college years.

Currently, Rachel is working at 
an enterprise software company, SAP 
Labs, doing machine learning and 
artificial intelligence programming. 
She chose to move to southern 
California to join her girlfriend who 
works at UC Irvine in the James Lab 
insectary doing malaria research. 
And even with an advanced degree in 
computer science, Rachel continues 
to edit the monthly Beth Ami 
newsletter, for which the leadership 
team is forever grateful!

Sheila Malcolm 
and Marti Hirsch

Virtual Seder
Kol Haverim—Ithaca, NY

 Kol Haverim, The Fingerlakes Community for 
Humanistic Judaism, held its first virtual Passover 
Community Seder on April 11. More than 12 families 
joined the virtual event, which featured reading the 

Passover Haggadah, lighting the candles, singing along to 
live music, and eating a traditional meal. The event was a 
huge success and a great alternative to celebrate the holiday 
for members of the community along with their long-time 
friends. 23
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and record our history, going back to our beginnings 
more than fifty years ago. This Oral History project (OH 
for short) was begun prior to the pandemic, but we have 
adapted it—via Zoom—with JHS to enable us to gather 
information on the history of CHJ and Humanistic 

Judaism in Fairfield 
County. To achieve 
these goals, several 
members in our 
Congregation have 
been trained in the 
interview process 
and have developed 
questions for the 
interviews. 

We are hoping to  
capture the memories 
of longtime members 
about the “early days” 
of our congregation. 
Once completed, 
this oral history 

will be compiled for members to view. It will then be 
made available as a permanent record at the Library of 
Congress. 

BJCC Creates a New Shabbat Program
Baltimore Jewish Cultural Chavurah—Baltimore, MD

 The main topic of the Baltimore Jewish Cultural 
Chavurah’s annual meeting in June 2019 was the program 
we use to welcome Shabbat. We had been using a version 
that had been modified and shortened from a much more 
extensive program used early in our chavurah’s history. The 
five-minute version included statements about candles, 
wine, and challah as well as recognition of members having 
birthdays or yohrzeits that month. By last year, dissatisfied 
comments about it indicated the need for a change.
 Comments included that our program was too long, 
that it was too short, that more ritual was needed, that there 
was too much ritual, that there should be singing—and that 
we should not have the Shabbat intro at all. The vote at our 
annual meeting was in favor of keeping a Shabbat program, 
and so we formed committee to produce a new one.
 Committee members gathered examples of readings 
and humanistic Shabbat programs, and reviewed, 

evaluated, and modified them for possible inclusion in our 
program. Eventually, a written version was presented to 
the BJCC Planning Committee, which voted to incorporate 
it on a trial basis.
 The new program starts with an “Introduction to 
Shabbat” that emphasizes its Jewish, humanistic, and 
social relevance, followed by lighting candles, drinking 
wine, and sharing challah. Birthdays and Yorzeits occurring 
that month are noted. Next, everyone is invited to share 
“Simchas and Tzores,” and the program concludes with 
some singing. 
 All were satisfied with the length (15 minutes) and 
the content of the new Welcome Shabbat program, and 
pleased with the process of incorporating the divergent 
thoughts and ideas of so many of our members.

Editor’s note: BJCC uses Hebrew and Yiddish transliteration variations 
and spellings interchangeably so we have kept them as written.

 Needless to say, we are living in strange, uncharted 
times. At the Congregation for Humanistic Judaism 
of Fairfield County CT (CHJ), we are doing all we 
can to stay viable and connected. Using technology, 
(computers, phones, tablets, etc.), our goal is to continue 
to be a vibrant and 
dynamic force for our 
CHJ community and 
within greater Fairfield 
County. 
 For example, we 
use Zoom for weekly 
Shabbat services, 
including a recent Yom 
HaShoah observance. 
Members continue 
to use Facebook 
groups as a forum for 
various discussions. 
Our monthly book 
discussion group, 
men’s and women’s rap 
groups (a sharing of thoughts and feelings) also uses 
this technology. Moreover, our listserv (congregation 
email list) is utilized for our monthly newsletter, keeping 
members apprised of upcoming events. 
 Currently, CHJ is partnering with the Jewish 
Historical Society of Fairfield County (JHS) to interview 

George Rockmore

Looking to the Past and ZOOMING Into the Future...
Congregation of Humanistic Judaism—Fairfield County, CT

Community News

Hildy Sanders
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Tributes
To Miriam Jerris

In appreciation for a leader and woman I am honored to call friend 
From Sheila Sebor

To Susan Mcleod
In loving memory of your husband, Roderick

From Rabbi Miriam Jerris, Executive Director Paul Golin & SHJ

To Barry Swan
In honor of your Birthday

From Rennie & David Greenfield

To Barry Swan
In loving memory of your mother, Marian Swan

From Marcia Elwitt
From Rabbi Miriam Jerris, Executive Director Paul Golin & SHJ 

To SHJ Board Members
A great Board of Directors that really gets it done! 

Also honoring Richard Logan’s four years of being a great president!
From Marlene C. Cohen

To SHJ
In loving memory of Pedro Rodriguez

From Miriam Gitler

To SHJ
In honor of Marion Hoppe

From Christian Whittemore

To SHJ 
In honor of Eugene & Susan Gray

From Jimmy & Linda Gray

To SHJ
In honor of Bunny’s 97th Birthday

From Robert Lasker

Subscribe to Humanistic Judaism Magazine

One Year Subscription

$25 U.S.    $31 Canada    $43 Overseas (Individual)

$30 U.S.    $40 Canada    $67 Overseas (Institution)

Card #

Visa   MC  Exp.

Signature: 

Name:

Address:

City:   State:    Zip:

Phone:

Email:
Please mail to: The Society for Humanistic Judaism

28611 West Twelve Mile Road, Farmington Hills, MI 48334
Or subscribe online at www.shj.org/subscribe 

(all rates in U.S. Dollars)

Jews for a Secular Democracy now has  
a YouTube Channel!

Watch our past webinars at https://bit.ly/JFASDvids

http://www.shj.org/subscribe
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Board of Directors
2020–2022

Mary Raskin
 President
Victoria Ratnaswamy
 Vice-President
Arthur Liebhaber
 Treasurer

Marlene Cohen
 Secretary
Richard Logan
 Past President
Sheila Sebor
 Chair, Jews for a Secular 
 Democracy

Andrea Friedlander
Evelyn Goldstein
Susan Herschman
Susan Ryan

Paul Golin 
 Executive Director
Miriam Jerris
 Rabbi
Jennifer Grodsky
 Information Manager

Kathy Tschirhart
 Administrative Assistant
Anna Goldberg
 HuJews Coordinator
Lincoln Dow
 JFASD Community Organizer

Sarah Levin
 JFASD Program Manager
Rabbi Sherwin T. Wine, z”l, Founder

Darlene Basch
Stephanie Blum
Bill Brostoff
Karen Century
Scott Chazdon
Jeff Friedman
Suzie Friedman
Lisa Gardner-Springer
Rick Gold
Allen Gorrelick

Lee Jacobi
Jeremy Kridel
Rob Lasker
Jon Levine
Sheila Malcolm
E. Ronald Milan
Libby Otto
Bill Parsons
Dana Preis
Susan Rubin

Amy Schneider
Barry Swan
Jeff Treistman

HuJews
Serena Bernstein
Aliza Kopans
Ari Lazer
Jennie Morris

Executive Committee

Staff

Directors

NEW LITURGY BOOK!
Available on Amazon.com 

This book collects some of the best Humanistic Judaism liturgy from leaders, thinkers,  
and clergy from across the movement and over the past half-century. 

The liturgical pieces within can augment existing holiday observances  
Shabbat, Passover, Hanukkah, etc.) and life-cycle ceremonies  

(baby namings, B Mitzvahs, weddings, etc.), and can serve as the  
core around which to build new services or ceremonies.
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Established Community

Community in Formation

Find A Humanistic Jewish Community Near You
ARIZONA
• Phoenix
• Tucson
CALIFORNIA
• Berkeley
• Encino
• Garden Grove
COLORADO
• Denver/Boulder
CONNECTICUT
• Fairfield County
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
• Washington, D.C.
FLORIDA
• Boca Raton
• Gainesville*
• Sarasota
• Tampa/St. Petersburg*
GEORGIA
• Atlanta*
ILLINOIS
• Deerfield (B.C.)
• Deerfield (K.H.)
MARYLAND
• Baltimore
MASSACHUSETTS
• Boston
MICHIGAN
• Metro Detroit

MINNESOTA
• Minneapolis/St. Paul
NEW JERSEY
• Morris County
NEW YORK
• Ithaca
• New York
• Rochester
• Westchester County
NORTH CAROLINA
• Asheville
• Durham/Chapel Hill

OREGON
• Portland
WASHINGTON
• Seattle
CANADA
• Toronto, Ontario

Check Our Website For More Information
www.shj.org/find
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